The investigation of the microwave spectrum of Methanesulfenylchloride 1 affords an opportunity to determinate its accurate molecular structure. Moreover additional information about the molecule can be obtained from a determination of its dipole moment, barrier to internal rotation and chlorine quadrupole coupling constants.
The sample of Methanesulfenylchloride was prepared in this laboratory by I. ROSENBAUM, the species of CH3SCI 35 and CH3SC1 37 were studied in natural abundance.
The microwave spectra were investigated by means of a conventional 100 kHz Stark modulation spectrometer with automatic frequency markers described elsewhere 2 ' 3 .
Frequency measurements are believed to be accurate within ±0.03 MHz.
The spectrum consists of both a-and b-type transitions, the two 0 -> 1 lines were identified on the basis of the quadrupole fine structure and the characteristic Stark lobes at high field conditions, the 1 -> 2 lines and the loi -^" lio lines were identified by their quadrupole fine structure.
The observed and calculated frequencies are listed in Tables 1 and 2 .
The lines 514->515, 440->-431 of CH3SC1 37 and the line 202-> 2U of CH3SC1 35 were also measured but not used for the calculation of the rotational constants which have been derived only from the above mentioned low J transitions in order to minimize the effects due to centrifugal distortion. Table 3 . Rotational constants, quadrupole coupling constants (in MHz), asymmetry parameter x and dipole moment (Debye). Table 3 contains the rotational constants, the quadrupole coupling constants and the asymmetry parameter x.
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The dipole moment components, given in Table 3 too, were determined by measuring a) the two Stark lobes at high field approximation in the case of the 0 -> 1 lines and b) the 5/2 -5/2 Stark lobe of the loi -*" lio line which is independent of the quadrupole energy.
The electric field was calibrated by means of the 0 -> 1 transition of OCS using the values of 0.7152 D 4 for the dipole moment.
None of the observed lines showed any relevant effect due to internal rotation, calculations on this subject and measurement are in progress.
The present investigation is not sufficient for a structure determination, an extension is planned. 
